OWL TREAT BOXES

(hanging and standing versions)

Head: brown on brown card stock (1 piece)

Wing: brown on brown card stock (2 pieces) and orange on orange card stock (2 pieces)

Beak: orange on orange paper (1 piece)

Cheek ruffle: orange (2 pieces)

Brow: brown on brown paper (1 piece)

Feet (standing owl only): orange on orange card stock (1 piece)

Eye: black (2 pieces)

Eye: yellow on yellow paper (2 pieces)

Eye: black (2 pieces)

Arrows indicate which direction the grain should run. Sizing instructions: Print this template sheet, and photocopy it at the percentage specified for your treat box (3¼1/4-inch pinecone and 3-inch egg: 100 percent; 4 1/4-inch pinecone and 4-inch egg: 120 percent).